Get Your Team To Do What It Says It’s Going To Do

Access to new resource related to Teamwork and Team Leadership added to PM World Library

27 April 2018 – Mumbai, India – Access to a new resource has been added to the PM World Library on the subject of Teamwork and Team Leadership. The new resource is titled “Get Your Team To Do What It Says It’s Going To Do”. Resource is an article by Heidi Grant, published in Harvard Business Review in May 2014.

Achieving short term and long-term goals is of prime importance. Having the right approach for a strategy and holding up to it becomes necessary to ensure efficiency. Creating goals that the team will accomplish should also involve specifics of getting it done which will lay a path from concept to delivery. In this article, Heidi Grant stresses on how “if-then” planning would help express and implement group’s intentions thereby significantly improving execution.

To access these resources, go to the Applications and Hot Topics section of the PMWL at https://pmworldlibrary.net/applications-and-topics/, click on “Teamwork and Team Leadership”, scroll down to articles. Must be registered as Free Trial, Professional or Scholar member and logged in to access.

This new resource provided through the PMWL university research internship program; to learn more, click here
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